
security firm has subcontracted to a
local one, or used its local subsidiary,
since that is the nature of such firms.
To be fair, they were not included in the
strategic discussions back in NYC. Those
were handled by Corporate Security, who
had neither the global reach to
understand the local implications nor
the staff to spare for a month. 

Presented with these questions now,
Corporate Security has to commission
a new project, supported by analysis of
threats and risks both local and enterprise-
based. The result is a risk register
populated with unresolved security risks
and a business plan proceeding ahead of
the security one. Security is in danger of
becoming an add-on, rather than an
integral, value-enhancing, cost-saving part
of the development. 

What conclusions can be drawn thus
far? Firstly, for given projects, unless
Corporate Security has the capacity to
be included in all stages, the latest time
to select and include a resilience vendor
is at inception. At that stage the
consultancy approach works well and
need not extend to the operational
contracts that come later.

Secondly, the vendor should be the
one with the reach and understanding
to match the firm’s own profile and
interests. It should have the capability
to advise on and manage the whole
resilience cycle – that is, information
acquisition and analysis, risk
assessment, security planning and
provision, training and testing, incident
and crisis management, business
continuity and disaster recovery, and

the return to business as usual. 
Thirdly, it follows that corporate

interests are also served by including
the vendor in developing wider
resilience strategies; the right vendor
can provide, or be commissioned to
provide, the link between security
industry best practice, country-by-
country knowledge of risks, and the
business imperatives driving the
Corporate’s strategic development
of resilience.

Next question: which vendors are
best placed to provide that strategic but
intimate service? Can only the largest
vendors serve the largest Corporates?
Actually, the larger vendors could be at
a disadvantage, being less nimble and
responsive than well-structured SMEs.
One reason is that very large security
firms are often “global” by virtue of
having bought globally. They are less
likely to have global operations rooms
staffed by people who themselves have
global experience and who can respond
accordingly. If a call comes in from
Pakistan at 2am, the requirement is for
more than call-forwarding. As well as
alerting the right people, the operations
room needs the technology and
situational perspective to communicate
with people on the ground, to know
where they are and to make quick
decisions; and the management
controlling the operations staff needs to
have strategic understanding of the client. 

Some security firms, not quite so
large or less dependent on subsidiaries,
might nevertheless rely on off-the-shelf
solutions. If the client needs a kidnap
and hostage plan for Africa, then off the
shelf it comes, less targeted on the
individuals involved than it should be
and lacking true integration with the
client’s ethos and appetite for risk – not
through idleness or other such fault,
but simply because the vendor does not
have individual client focus at the heart
of its business model. 

To smaller resilience companies each
contract, and the associated client
relationship, is far more important than
the sum of the contract’s invoices,
however. To illustrate, the security
industry in Iraq is moving from an
environment of expatriates protecting
expatriates, to a more competitive one
of local nationals protecting business-
as-usual. This means the oil and gas
firms, banks, pharmaceutical
companies and so on need a bespoke
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The “if” and “how” of
operations are driven more
and more by business

imperatives, corporate risk,
regulation, reputation and third-
party dependencies, not only by
local response to threat. A
scenario: a US chemical company
wants to open a plant in Pakistan,
150 miles up-country from
Islamabad. A head office team is
on a four-week trip to assess
possible sites, including staffing
demographics and so on. Because
this region of Pakistan is
hazardous for travellers, the firm
hires a global security firm to
protect them during the visit. 

While there, the executives
consider factors which might drive
the choice of site and affect costs.
Among them is security, for which
the first stage is to research
threats, assess risks and make
proposals. These might include
secure fences, walls, doors and
windows. A guard-force is a given,
but also perhaps a different kind of
officer to respond to accidents and
thefts, assess ongoing
vulnerabilities and devise and
implement incident and crisis
management plans. 

There are vehicles to be
searched and corralled, classified
waste to manage and people who
want somewhere safe to eat and
sleep. Since IT underwrites the
business processes, it demands
physical and logical protection.
Access controls, CCTV and

intrusion alarms with remote
monitoring and local response are
needed. People will come and go,
and some will require security as
they travel. As kidnap is a risk, there
should be a response plan; likewise
for an attack or a fire. Someone
should check new employees
through local authorities. 

If a process fails because of
problems with people, supply,
distribution or utilities, what will
the plan be to resume business
and protect the global brand? Lists
of suppliers will be drawn up,
whose own security and
continuity will be of more than
passing interest. The firm handles
chemicals and so attracts local and
international regulators; how will
it respond to sudden inspections
or compliance failures over human
safety or product security? How
will it protect its proprietary
interests and reputation if
information is compromised? 

This is an altogether interesting
challenge, carried out under the
remote and unforgiving gaze of
the Khyber Pass, 7,000 miles from
the strategists and planners in
New York City. The pressure is on
to choose a location and design a
site. Heads turn to the security
vendor for answers. Sadly, it
cannot help much. Since the
mission was to protect the team,
the officers are high quality, locally
provided protection individuals but
without the skills to advise on
security design. In any case, the

Organisations operating in hostile environments must carefully select their
security provider. Richard Lovell-Knight gives a vendor’s perspective on

linking corporate resilience strategy with forward operations
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service from companies who have
workable and sustainable local
partnerships. The local service must
conform to corporate standards and
strategies, with the primary vendor
providing the bridge. Hearts-and-minds
among the local communities from
where the security officers and other
human resources are drawn are
essential to ensure both quality and
quantity. All this requires more of the
vendor than taking on a subsidiary. It
requires ownership of a relationship on
behalf of the client.

Some providers will find this difficult.
Those providing off-the-shelf solutions,
including a pool of armoured vehicles,
an in-country reserve of personal
security details and a menu of services
from which the client chooses, might
struggle to respond to quickly varying
demands. If their business model
provides a centralised service, then three
or four large contracts, concurrent or in
quick succession, might absorb all their
capability to the detriment of existing or
potential clients. 

To smaller companies the contract is
the most important thing in its world at
that moment. Its response to clients
rests on its business model of designing
bespoke solutions, which also counters
the argument that such enterprises
cannot take on multiple or larger
contracts. Further, the most important
resource in any security contract is the
human one; all companies have access
to the same pool of operatives, whether
for manned guarding in US or Europe
or for operations in Afghanistan or
Nigeria. The company to choose is the
one which accesses the pool most
effectively, drawing the best staff and

engendering the highest levels of loyalty
and commitment. 

Thus quality, global reach and
understanding, ability to manage a
number of contracts concurrently from
one or more operations centres, and the
ability to make a constant link between
a client’s brand strategy and its front-
end operations are the driving factors in
selecting a resilience vendor rather than
sheer size and global brand presence. 

Finally, using the components of the
resilience cycle, some examples follow
of how a truly integrated vendor can
smooth the path from strategy to
operational delivery. A vendor with a
central and local information and
analysis function enables its clients’
operations and decision-making. The
route is from local collection, via
escalation triggers and strategic
analysis, back to local delivery. A
corporation will therefore be able to
keep staff in country, with decision-
making informed by “ground-truth”
from the vendor, while some others
were evacuating, for example. 

Similarly, a vendor able to design
operational plans which flow from local
and strategic risk assessments is more
useful than one that only delivers
recommendations. An example is travel
security; local information is crucial but
adds more value when integrated with a
corporate process and tracking system.
A vendor that can design or inform a
travel process and then deliver the
detailed content and monitoring to
make it work is a valuable asset.

Training and exercises, including
testing-to-failure, are irreplaceable parts
of the cycle, but ones which might give
way to competing priorities. They

highlight gaps in current plans and
make future crises more manageable. A
vendor should be able to take that load,
running operationally focused exercises
to reflect strategic design, and making
recommendations to make that specific
client more resilient.

Vendors are often part of the
operational solution, but insufficiently
part of the planning. The concept of a
vendor may already be a key part of
evacuation, hostage resolution, rescue
and so on but, unless the vendor is pre-
selected and allowed to contribute, plan
and train as part of the client’s
preparations, then delivery among both
parties will be less effective in a crisis. A
vendor can also play a role by introducing
either tried or bespoke crisis management
procedures, including supporting
software, into the client’s own process. 

At the same time, many corporations
struggle to find the resources to design
and implement business continuity
management (BCM) strategies and
plans. There is often a disconnect
between policy (“you must have a
plan”) and actuality (“here is a workable
plan”). A role for the vendor is to bridge
that gap by managing business impact
analyses, including the identification of
core processes, risks, internal and third
party dependencies, resources and
solutions, and managing the process by
which plans are created. The vendor
might indeed write the standards and
local plans, a task made much more
efficient if the vendor has contributed to
the policy.

The message to the corporation
which wants to make strategy and
operations join up is this: if you use a
vendor, make the selection on quality
and ability to engage with your staff at
all levels, and not just on scale. Include
the vendor in your planning and
include them early. In this way you give
both parties the best chance to deliver
efficiently and to the highest standards. 
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